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cultural
changers
Jason Burkey (‘07) talks with co-star Rachel Hendrix while filming “October Baby.” The film hit theaters last weekend.

christen gall
staff writer

WIND ENSEMBLE
The Taylor Wind Ensemble will be
performing their Holy Week Sacred
Concert on Wed., April 4, at 7:30 p.m.
in Rediger Chapel.
ATM SERVICES ON CAMPUS
The ATM in the Dining Commons has
been replaced, and the new machine
is a cash withdrawal only machine.
Students can no longer make deposits at this ATM.
The ATM in the entry of the Freimuth Building will be removed but
not replaced.
The current ATM machine at the
bookstore will continue to be available.
WAFFLE CONE OPEN HOUSE
Cellar’s waffle cone open house raised
approximately $450 for Youth Conference 2012.
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As Recyclemania ends, Taylor continues sustainability initiatives with
Green Week, which is expanding
this year to a three-week competition between residence halls called
Sustain TU-gether: Energy Competition 2012. It began March 26 and
continues to April 15. Residence
halls compete based on percentage
reductions in water and electricity
usage. The hall with the largest percentage reduction will receive $400.
For more information, contact Kevin
Crosby at kevin_crosby@taylor.edu.

restoration
The world
and its communities are
divided by race, socioeconomics and
other man-made distinctions. But
this weekend, the Honors Guild will
attempt to bridge these gaps through
education with its conference “Restoration of the Other.”
“[Restoration] is something that
affects all of our lives, and it affects
our global community as well as our
very close community,” said Maria
Lehr, the Honors Guild graduate
assistant, who has been planning this
event from the beginning. “We’re all
going to have to deal with restoration
in many areas whether it’s with our
families or our work friendships.”
K e y n o t e s p e a k e r D r. Jo s e p h
D’Souza will open the conference
Saturday morning with his talk “The
End of Oppression: Restoring GodGiven Dignity to India’s Dalits and
India’s Poor,” providing students with
an international perspective on what
restoration means.
Various break-out sessions will continue throughout the day, ending with
keynote speaker Dr. Miroslav Volf and
his talk “Honor Everyone: Respecting
Those from Whom We Strongly Differ,”
sharing his knowledge from the several books he has written on the topic.
“We wanted to bring in a conference
for all of campus,” Lehr said. “This is
a topic that we all need to be involved
in, that we all need to be thinking
through, discussing and hopefully
applying to our own lives.”
With this in mind, the conference is
complementary to all current students.
In one of the breakout sessions, Pastor Steve Stockman and Ed Peterson
n ews co - editor

Opinions

in briefs

conference for

Variety Magazine said he hit
“all the right notes” in the lead
male role of his recent indepen-

from communication studies to production after the arrival
of John and Kathy Bruner his junior year.
“It was crucial for them to come to Taylor for my career,”
Burkey said. “I learned a lot from the Bruners.”
The Bruners teach production classes in the media communication department. Kathy remembers him as a fun-loving
student, but a student dedicated to movies.
“He was in ‘Thin Ice,’ a film that won the Jimmy Stewart
Crystal Heart Award at the Heartland Film Festival in Indianapolis,” she said.
Both expressed their delight in seeing a media production
student find a place in the film industry.

dent feature film.
Taylor University Director of Theatre Tracy Manning
called him a quiet leader and everybody’s friend.
Roles in theatre production such as “Flowers for Algernon”
and “Grease” turned into acting jobs in films for up-andcoming actor Taylor graduate Jason Burkey (‘07).
Burkey stars in “October Baby,” produced and directed by
Erwin Brothers Films, about the journey of a young woman
seeking her birth mother after discovering she was almost
aborted. The film came out in theatres
last weekend, placing eighth at the box
office over the weekend.
A Chicago native, Burkey studied
media communication with a production concentration while at Taylor. But
instead of making movies, Burkey now
stars in them.
“I’ve always loved acting,” Burkey said.
“I think I got the bug from my mom who
was a stage director and actress. Being
a media production major with a film
emphasis introduced me to the world
of acting for film. My study and work
on film crews taught me ‘set protocol’
that I use in my career as an actor now.”
Burkey (center) wins Airband with Second East Wengatz for their Newsies performance
Burkey didn’t start out as a media in 2004.
communication major. He changed
Continued on page 2

Breaking Barriers
Behind Bars
Kara Hackett

n ews co - editor

Ed cannot tell the men his last students because the offenders are
name, but he can tell them about not used to being around women.
The ministry begins Saturday
God.
at 10 a.m.
That is why they come.
Every Saturday, the men know
They come in tan bodysuits and
black boots. They come Caucasian, the routine. In prison, everything
African, Latino and Asian. They is routine.
“What they want the most is
come to get away or to learn a new
teaching,” Meadors said. “They
way.
want to think.”
Every SaturSo he lecday during the
tures for an
second half of
hour about
spring semester,
“Jesus said if you minisPaul’s letters
nearly 30 men
ter to those in prison, you in Romans or
file through
minister to me. I feel very Philippians.
the steel doors
“I intentiono f Pe n d l e t o n
convicted this minister is
ally chose
Correctional
performing the work of
Paul because
Facility to the
concrete chapel
Christ as he’s called us to he suffered
in prison on
in the back of
perform it . . . .”
at least three
the courtyard
occasions and
where Biblical
probably four,”
Studies profesMeadors said.
sor Ed Meadors
waits to greet them with a group of “I remind the offenders that Paul
students in his Acts and the Early suffered capital punishment. He
was executed. So instantly, there’s
Church class.
Meadors started a prison min- common ground with Paul.”
The men respond to Meadors’s
istry at Pendleton in spring 2008.
Since then, he has established a lectures in different ways. Some
program for about 10 students to are seeking, some are manipulatwork with prisoners in a class- ing and some are only there to
room setting for six weeks. This
year, Meadors is only taking male
continued on page 2

continued on page 2

women in
ministry course

Dean of Faculty practical approach to how we do ministry
and Christian that takes that into account.”
Education proChechowich assures students the purfessor Dr. Faye Chechowich will teach pose of the class is not to persuade or
a new Women in Ministry class this fall dictate perspectives on women’s roles in
to help students consider the roles of the church. She recognizes that students
women in the church.
have varying opinions, and she wants
“I’m hoping that those who sign up for to foster respect for differing viewpoints.
the class will have an opportunity to think
“What I hope happens in this class is
about their view of
that we examwomen in leaderine some of our
ship theologically,
presumptions
“Studying women in ministry is about gender
psychologically
and sociologically,”
important to a society in which roles and that
Chechowich said.
we understand
women make up more than 50 some of those
The class will
begin by explorpercent of people involved in the presumptions
ing how personal
that we have
church.”
beliefs about
are unexamwomen in minisined,” Chechotry form. There are
wich said. “We
several different “strands” that make up inherit them, we’re socialized into them,
these beliefs, according to Chechowich. and I’m hoping that . . . as we hold them
These include not only biblical and theo- up to the light of Scripture, this will be a
logical elements, but also psychological place where people are affirmed because
and sociological factors.
of their giftedness.”
Studying women in ministry is imporThis class is not just for women.
tant to a society in which women make up Chechowich hopes both men and women
more than 50 percent of people involved will sign up for this class, as does Chrisin the church, according to Chechowich.
tian Education Professor Dr. Phil Collins.
“Gifts are not distributed according to
“I’d really like to encourage men to take
gender,” Chechowich said. “There are the class,” Collins said. “They have a lot
women who have leadership gifts, teach- to learn from the class, as well.”
ing gifts, preaching gifts, wisdom gifts,
For more information, contact Chechoand we need to have a theology and a wich at fychechow@tayloru.edu.

olivia jessup
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Top 5 News Events of the Week
Supreme Court appears poised
to nullify entire healthcare law
(latimes.com)

Outcry mounts, answers few in
Trayvon Martin shooting
(cnn.com)

Facelift project for Hollywood stirs
divisions
(nytimes.com)

Depite delegate math, Santorum
and Gingrich remain steadfast

The case for gay acceptance in
the Catholic Church

(chicagotribune.com)

(theatlantic.com)

a question of race
Friday
Con cert for a Ca use

Shonlock, Everyday Sunday, All Things New, Nate
Feuerstein,Grant Woell
Indiana Wesleyan University Chapel-Auditorium
Tickets are $5 or 5 non-perishable food items
7:30 p.m.

reje c t show

Rediger Auditorium
$5 tickets
8:15 p.m.

saturday

Protesters, donning hoods and bearing Skittles in remembrance of him, rally against racial profiling in Trayvon Martin’s hometown of Sanford, Fla.

More than a month after the shooting
of 17-year-old African-American Traystaff writer
von Martin, waves of protest spread a
dialogue about racial justice across the nation.
The coast-to-coast controversy began after Martin was shot
by white-Hispanic neighborhood watchman George Zimmerman.
Although it was originally contained to local and state broadcasts, the news gained national interest upon the discovery that
Martin, armed only with Skittles and a bottle of iced tea, was
allegedly assaulted by Zimmerman after the watchman grew
suspicious on grounds of racial profiling.
However, there are some who believe Zimmerman is not at
fault.
“The reason why he was following this suspicious person that
he saw was because the neighborhood had a rash of break-ins,”
Joe Oliver, a family friend of Zimmerman’s, told ABC News.
“George had no intention of taking anyone’s life. He cried for
days after.”
Eyewitnesses of the incident also report that Martin assaulted
Zimmerman and that the watchman’s response was a matter of
self-defense. On the other hand, a recently released 911 dispatch
recording reveals that Zimmerman began following Martin on
the basis of the boy’s “real suspicious” appearance.
From the midst of this disparate collection of evidence has
emerged an intense dialogue about race. College and university
students across the nation are especially invested in the issue.
According to a report from The Huffington Post, students have
organized rallies and protests in states like California, Texas,
Indiana, New York and Florida.
“First and foremost it is a tragedy,” said Clark Atlanta University sophomore Tyler Joshua Green to the Atlanta JournalConstitution. “Not just for him and family, but for the race. . . .
But there is still hope and justice and people trying to find that

and keep that alive. With any tragedy, there is something to be
gained out of it.”
Leticia Starks, President of the Black Student Union at Taylor, said she believes Martin’s murder has been instrumental
in bringing many ignored racial issues to the attention of the
nation.
“I’m glad people are stepping out and protesting against this
injustice,” Starks said. “I believe if justice is not served, we can
easily see this case spreading and causing more problems. Or
we could easily slip back into segregation.”
According to Kate Camara, president of Taylor’s Multi-Ethnic
Student Association, race is a permanent, controversial element
of our society that cannot be disregarded.
“Your race is your skin color, your facial features, your culture,”
Camara said. “It is a sensitive subject because it is so closely
tied to our hearts.”
The nationwide discussion that surrounds Martin’s case has
raised questions about the absolution of stereotypes and divisions among Taylor’s multi-ethnic student body. Similarities, not
differences, should be a more recognized element, according to
freshman Peter Safell.
“I think we as a nation have lessened our efforts to remove
racial divides that weaken us as a people,” Saffell said. “We
may not get along with everyone, but in the end, we are all one
people and should act as such.”
Martin’s case provides an example of how Americans can
better act as one people by refusing to judge other races based
upon their appearance, according to Starks.
“If we can understand injustice, and if we can understand
what justice is, then no matter what, we should be able to come
together,” Starks said. “Just to see that somebody is there to
notice injustice and see what’s going on, whether it’s toward
black or white, we need to come together and lift each other up.”

“We strive to prepare students to work in Christian
or secular media but to always place their Christian values first,”
John said. “From what I know of the film, it certainly seems that
Jason is doing that.”
“I’m thrilled that after only five years out of school, he’s already
found an opportunity to act in a feature film,” Kathy said.
While this is Burkey’s first time acting in a national feature film,
he was a veteran of his production team, which included female lead
actress Rachel Hendrix and working under the direction of producers
Jon and Andrew Erwin.
Burkey said working with the Erwin brothers was like a family
reunion of sorts. The pair have experiences ranging from working as
camera operators for ESP in their youth, to producing music videos
for platinum artists such as Amy Grant, Michael W. Smith and
Casting Crowns. They’ve received three consecutive wins for Music
Video of the Year at the GMA Dove Awards, along with numerous
nominations.

“Jon works the camera,” Burkey said. “He’s got a great eye. Andy
works more directly with the actors. I love working with them.”
Burkey attributes his time in Taylor theater productions as being
highly influential as he began acting.
“Being a part of Taylor theatre without a doubt helped shape me
as an actor,” Burkey said. “It’s where I really learned character and
scene study, both very vital aspects of an acting career. The theatre
was actually the main reason I decided to come to Taylor. My sister
had been an integral part of it, and I got to see firsthand just how
professional and fun it was.”
Covered recently in NPR news, “October Baby” was analyzed for
its appeal to Christian movie-goers.
“More and more, Hollywood is not shutting the door down on these
Christian films because they see that the profit margin is there,” said
religion and film critic Paul Bond to NPR news.
The LA Times called it “a film whose poignancy is hard to deny
whatever side of the abortion debate you fall on.”

kari travis

October Continued

from Belfast, Ireland will
talk about their own experiences in Ireland and the political and religious divisions that
exist there. They want students to see how they can break down
barriers in their own communities.
“Ed and I are hoping to be more of the pragmatic, practical,
personal side of the conference,” Stockman said.
The conference topic was inspired by the Honors Guild’s
theme this year, “Restoration of the Other: Justice, Mercy and
Faithfulness.”
“At the very basic level, I hope [students] have a better understanding and knowledge of reconciliation and restoration,” Lehr
said. “Hopefully they’ll be able to see areas of justice and forgiveness a little differently.”
Students can still register at hc.taylor.edu.

honors Conferen c e

“Restoration of the Other: Bridging the Gap between Us and
Them”
Rupp Atrium and Rediger Auditorium
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Communi ty E a ster E g g Hunt

Hosted by The Sterling House of Marion
2452 W. Kem Rd.
Marion, IN 46952
10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

S oul’d Out Qua rtet i n Con cert

Vintage gospel music with modern styles
Epworth United Methodist Church
105 West 8th
Matthews, IN 46957
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Monday
c ha p el — Pa stor J on Platek

Akron, OH
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

A lli Coate: Threa d s E xhi bi t

Freelance artist from Providence, R.I.
Beard Art Center Galleries - IWU
4201 S. Washington St.
Marion, IN 46953
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Taylor Uni versi ty Music Depa rtment
Guest Reci ta l

Featuring Loralee Songer, mezzo soprano
Recital Hall
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

wednesday
c ha p el — Pa stor Ra nd a ll Gruend yke

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

HO ly week sa cred c on c ert

Taylor Wind Ensemble
Rediger Auditorium
7:30 pm

Honors Conference Schedule

Conference continued

escape confinement.
His lessons involve question-and-answer sessions, prayers and prayer request cards.
“Sometimes I get a card asking for prayer because they are
innocent of the accusations,” Meadors said. “Other times there
are confessions of horrible crimes.”
Prisons are rated by security level from one to four, four being
the highest. Pendleton is a medium-plus facility. It includes three
prisons: a high security four, a juvenile delinquency facility and
the facility Meadors serves, a 3.5.
From the comments on prayer cards, Meadors knows at least
one or two of the men are murderers. Others are sex offenders,
and most are detoxing from drugs.
This makes the ministry a cross-cultural experience for Taylor
students.
“It’s like a trip to a foreign country in that just being there and
absorbing it can be transformational,” Meadors said.
When it comes to interacting with the prisoners, new students

Breaking Continued

Dr. Joseph
D’Souza

Dr. Miroslav
Volf

Carl
Medearis

Steve
Stockman

“End of Oppression: Restoring
God-Given
Dignity to India’s
Dalits and India’s
Poor”
10:00-11:00
a.m., Rediger
Auditorium

“Honor Everyone:
Respecting Those
from Whom We
Strongly Differ”
3:30-4:30 p.m.,
Rediger Auditorium

“Jesus bridges the
gap”
11:10 a.m.-12:10
p.m. & 1:00-2:00
p.m., Recital Hall

“The Northern
Ireland Troubles:
Too Many
Protestants and
Catholics but
Not Enough
Christians”
2:15-3:15 p.m.,
Rediger Auditorium

Ed Petersen
“The Northern
Ireland Troubles:
Too Many
Protestants and
Catholics but
Not Enough
Christians”
2:15-3:15 p.m.,
Rediger Auditorium

are always nervous.
“I’ve done something similar to this before, but it’s very nervewracking for me even thinking about doing it again because it’s
so outside my comfort zone,” said senior Christian education
major Adam Potelicki, who plans to participate in the ministry
this year.
To alleviate some of the pressure, Meadors does the majority
of the teaching and allows students to focus on building relationships.
“It’s an atmosphere where students — because of a lack of
experience and discomfort — aren’t ready to engage in teaching
but are able to engage in discussion and mutual encouragement,”
Meadors said.
Potelicki looks forward to the challenge.
“Prison ministry is such a huge need because so many people
are uncomfortable doing it or feel like prisoners don’t deserve it,”
Potelicki said. “You have to say, ‘I realize they’ve messed up, but
I’ve messed up in my life so I’m still going to show them grace.

Matthew
Soerens

Cecilia O.
Macias

“Who is my
neighbor?”
11:10 a.m.-12:10
p.m. & 1:00-2:00
p.m., Mitchell
Theater

“Why are all the
White kids sitting
together in the
Cafeteria?”
11:10 a.m.-12:10
p.m. & 1:00-2:00
p.m., Ayres 215

Felicia Case

Kevin Diller

“Why are all the
White kids sitting
together in the
Cafeteria?”
11:10 a.m.-12:10
p.m. & 1:00-2:00
p.m., Ayres 215

“Theologies of
Reconciliation
and the Injustice
of Forgiveness”
11:10 a.m.-12:10
p.m. & 1:00-2:00
p.m., Rupp 203205

I’m still going to show them love.’”
Meadors shares Potelicki’s compassion.
“Jesus said if you minister to those in prison, you minister to
me,” Meadors said. “I feel very convicted this ministry is performing the work of Christ as he’s called us to perform it in imitation
of him and in faithfulness to his word of discipleship in Scripture.”
Meadors has compassion because he knows prison is only half
the battle. Here, all men are the same. But when they leave — if
they leave — the world will treat them differently.
The men will need jobs. They will need to turn their lives
around. They will need to feel like they are not alone.
“These are men who are very confessional of the nature of their
sin,” Meadors said. “They know they’ve made mistakes and have
the challenge of rebuilding, starting over and digging deep to
find hope in a very dark world — a world that is not going to
welcome them back.”
For more information about prison ministry at Pendleton,
contact Ed Meadors at edmeadors@taylor.edu.
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ONTARIO

Legalizes

BROTHELS

The Ontario Court of Appeal on
Monday overturned Canadian
Federal Legislation and legalized
brothels, stating the move was for the safety of
prostitutes.
“While soliciting will remain banned,” the BBC
reported, “pimping should be allowed, the court
said, except in cases of exploitation.”
The Ontario Court of Appeal ruled the original
laws banning brothels and pimping infringed on
sex workers’ rights to work out of their homes
and use bodyguards. The court stated workers
should be allowed to work indoors safely.
“The world in which street prostitutes actually
operate is a world of dark streets and barren,
isolated, silent places,” the panel of judges stated
in their ruling, according to the Huffington Post.
“It is a dangerous world, with always the risk of
violence and even death.”
The Huffington Post recorded the panel’s
concerns about street prostitution, saying, “The
court said concerns about the nuisance created In a move to bring prostitutes off the streets and to make the controversial career safer, Ontario leaders decided to legalize brothels.
by street prostitution are real, having a ‘profound
impact on the members of the surrounding com- flinch under the weight of this decision. Eighty News, a local news outlet in Ontario, expressed “Prostitutes deserve as much police protection as
percent [of acts of prostitution] have moved resentment even last year toward this issue. The do thieves and murderers. Let us hope the federal
munity.’”
Former prostitute Valerie Scott told the Huff- indoors. The movement has already occurred, letter posted on its website June 15, 2011 read, and Ontario governments will be successful in
“Nations that have already liberalized prostitu- their appeal to keep prostitution illegal.”
ington Post, “I’d like to thank the Ontario Court and now the law is following afterward.”
The BBC stated Ontario’s government may
The Huffington Post said Julie Grant, the exec- tion laws, such as the Netherlands and Sweden,
of Appeal justices for pretty much declaring sex
workers persons today. I didn’t think I’d see it in utive at large of the Sex Professionals of Canada, have seen a stark increase in trafficking and consider an appeal to Canada’s Supreme Court.
agreed the ruling will not be a huge change for victimization of women.” Most of these women If the rulings are upheld, the national governmy lifetime, but here we are.”
are coming from developing nations, also accord- ment will have to find new ways to regulate the
York University legal professor Alan Young the industry.
However, a letter to the editor of Hamilton ing to the letter to the editor. The letter ends, sex trade.
added, “Canadian society will not collapse or even

Photo courtesy of Ottawa Citizen News

Katy Backode
Contributor

Shots for revenge and religion

Revenge is a dangerous motivator by the Al-Jazeera television network in Paris, but it is
which to live. For Islamist Mohamed currently unclear who sent the video. The network
has refused to release it after appeals from French
Merah, 23, it led to his death.
On his 10-day killing spree that began two weeks President Nicolas Sarkozy and others.
Merah’s brother, Abdelkader Merah, is in cusago, Merah killed three paratroopers, three Jewish
children and a rabbi in the southwest city of Toulouse, tody, charged with aiding his brother in the attacks.
Abdelkader had also been under watch for his extremFrance.
It ended last Wednesday during a standoff between ist views, according to DailyNews.com.
Merah and his wife separated just days before the
Merah and police at his apartment in which police
used gas and negotiators to convince Merah to surren- first attack, according to Fox News, and his lawyer
der. However, after more than 24 hours, police shot and claims Merah suffered from a split personality, all
pointing to the mental state
killed Merah when he jumped
of Merah when he attacked.
off his balcony while shootMerah was on the U.S.’s
ing at the hundreds of officers
“Merah carried out these
no-fly list, and France was
surrounding him.
informed he could be a threat,
He told negotiators that he
shootings to make a statement.”
according to BBC News.
killed to “avenge Palestinian
France’s gun laws are
children killed by Israelis,
among the strictest in the
challenge France’s military
role in Afghanistan and protest last year’s law banning world, which raises suspicions that Merah obtained
Muslim women from wearing full-face veils on the his guns and ammunition from his visits to Afghanistan and Pakistan before the attacks, but no evidence
street,” according to The Washington Post.
Merah carried out these shootings to make a state- verifies that he obtained his weaponry from these
ment. He wanted revenge. He wanted his outrage to countries.
However, the Huffington Post reported that Merah
be felt and his loyalty known.
He declared his allegiance to al-Qaida, according to told police during the standoff that he received trainthe Chicago Tribune, telling negotiators he was sent by ing for the attacks on these visits.
According to EuroNews.com, Merah had a record in
the terrorist organization to perform a suicide mission
France of “moderately serious criminal activities.” In
in Europe, but he refused because he wanted to live.
Merah recorded his shooting sprees and combined fact, the Central Directorate for Domestic Intelligence
the footage into a video montage set to Islamist war interviewed him after his visits to South Asia.
Despite the objections of Toulouse Mayor Pierre
music and Quran readings. The video was professionally edited, according to BBC News. It contained the Cohen and the wishes of Merah’s father that his body
be returned to his origins in Algeria, Merah was buried
voice of Merah as well as the victims’ cries.
The finished product was sent on a USB drive to on the outskirts of the city.

Photo courtesy of Wikipedi

Kyla Martin
News Co-Editor

Mohamed Merah sought to avenge the rights of Muslims in his killing sprees. No high resolution image available.

Spain — Clashes between union members and police escalated this week
as the government continues to push
through with labor market reforms. The
mostly peaceful protests were marred
by random acts of violence. Protesters threw rocks at bank windows and
burned down a two-story Starbucks in
Barcelona.
China — The US Fair Labor Association (FLA) conducted an investigation
of Chinese plants manufacturing Apple
iPhones and iPads, finding “significant
issues.” The US intervened following
requests to investigate reports of long
hours and poor safety conditions, with
particular attention to the Foxconn
plant. The FLA’s findings include unpaid

overtime, with many workers clocking
in at over 60 hours per week. The FLA
also says has reached an agreement
with Foxconn to raise salaries and
comply with China’s weekly work hours
limitations.
Chile — Prosecutors are investigating
the murder of Daniel Zamudio, 24, in
what they believe to be a hate-crime. A
group of four alleged neo-Nazis have
been taken into custody as suspects for
the murder, which included a reported
hour-long beating and carving swastikas into Zamudio’s body. The murder,
which is believed to be a homophobic
act due to Zamudio’s sexual-orientation,
has renewed interests in hate-crime
legislation.

life & times
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t grabs our attention, and then we squirm in our seats. Mention it in a conversation,
and eyes dart from side to side as we look for an escape. We try to change the topic, act
like we did not hear them, feign illness. We would rather die than talk about sex in a
serious conversation.
Sex and the Cornfields, an annual event sponsored by Residence Life, will take place
April 10 to 13. This year the focus is on the broad themes of identity, community and
destiny.
“The tough part is you have people on all different levels: single, dating, engaged
and celibate,” said Isaac Bryan, Wengatz assistant hall director. “You need to have a
wide reach.”
As a member of the Residence Life Programming Committee, Bryan participated in
creating programming for the week. Changes to the schedule this year include a panel
separated by gender and a banquet to end the week.
Bryan, along with other committee members Lisa Barber, Sara Hightower, Sara James, Jon
Cavanagh and Julie Cline, chose Taylor alumnus J.R. Briggs as this year’s speaker.
“As a Taylor alumnus, he knows the culture and sexuality on campus,” Bryan said.
Briggs is no stranger to vulnerability. He is the creator and curator of the Epic Fail Pastors

Conference, an event dedicated to breaking the pressure of being or becoming a super pastor.
He currently serves as a Culture Cultivator of the Renew Community, which their website
describes as “a network of Jesus communities made up of skeptics and dreamers scattered
throughout Southeastern Pennsylvania.” His recent accomplishments include speaking
engagements at men’s, youth and leaders’ retreats, including Taylor’s own National Student
Leadership Conference.
Bryan hopes that the programming of Sex and the Cornfields week will lead to “a space
created” for conversation on sexuality, relationships and contraception.
“No one ever talks about birth control,” junior Hannah Duncan said.
Duncan sees Sex and the Cornfields as a way to validate conversation on sexuality.
“You have your close friends and you talk about it but it is not open to the Taylor community,”
Duncan said. “[Sex and the Cornfields] makes them feel it is socially acceptable because it is
being talked about in the public sphere.”
Those looking for a space created to talk about Christianity and sexuality should look no
further than Sex and the Cornfields.
“Prepare to be challenged and vulnerable,” Bryan said. “This is a grace-filled community,
and there is probably not a better place to open up.”

Students’ thoughts on S&TC (aka Taylor Pillow Talk)
“If we don’t talk about death or sin or sex, we are still learning about it by not talking about it.”

Sophomore Peter Jordano

“Sex is a big part of everyone’s life, or, at least it will be.”

Sophomore Jared Wagner

“[Sex] is an important subject to talk about, but I wouldn’t go to it.”

Freshman Dakota Ellis

“[I] went to public high school, so [my] education is on abstinence and not biblically based.”

Freshman Joel Benson

“I don’t want the youth group kind of sex talk.”

Freshman Jeff Janiszewski

“Girls like harmony, so they won’t talk about it.”

Junior Hannah Duncan

“All I remember is Like-a-little and the survey.”

***
“I like your baby burrito,” a passerby said, pointing to Julian who was wrapped
up in a blanket on the chair next to her father. She had been fussing a few minutes
earlier but was now happy with a pacifier in her mouth, quietly watching the
English Hall women filter through the lobby.
Both Ryan and Sara chuckled. However, the mood soon became serious.
“For me, I’m concerned that kids have enough of an issue with identity stuff,
then you add the adopted layer to it,” Sara said, glancing at Julian. “But she’s
also bi-racial, which adds another layer, and then she’s going to be growing up
in Grant County. So the combination of those three things, with Grant County
not being the most diverse place, makes me concerned [about her acceptance].”

Sophomore Brittany Coressel
Sex and the Cornfields Schedule
Tuesday, April 10th:

Wednesday, April 11th:

Thursday, April 12th:

Friday, April 13th

@ 8:15 p.m. — Session 1: “The Significance
of Sex: Why Your Sexuality Matters” with
Pastor J.R. Briggs

@ 10:00 a.m. — Session 2: “The Community of
Sex: The Role Community Plays in Your Sex Life”
with Pastor J.R. Briggs

@ 8:15 p.m. — Panel Night: Male and Female
Panels composed of Taylor faculty and staff

@ 8:15 p.m. — Session 3: “The Future of Sex: Your
Sex Life and God’s Timing” with Pastor J.R. Briggs

@ 6:00 p.m. — Banquet and Closing: This is
a new event this year and will be a concluding
session to the week. J.R. will help us reflect on
the week and consider where we should go from
here. Sign up by tomorrow with your meal card
numbers at hall front desks, or if off-campus, at
Jon Cavanagh’s office in Wolgemuth.

Rediger Auditorium

Student Union

Rediger Auditorium

Rediger Auditorium

Chapel and Stuart Room

Senate scene
Alex Mellen

I

Copy Editor

n the midst of a busy Student Body President campaign, few may have noticed
another important process: Student Senate elections. Taylor Student Senate
is a division of Taylor Student Organization (TSO) and helps process and
analyze student needs and desires on campus.
“We really provide more of a resource than . . . programming,”
said Senate President Drew Heiniger. “We really look to represent other people’s
interests and meet other people’s needs.”
One of the biggest tasks the Senate oversees is evaluating club applications
and distributing funding. According to Heiniger, this year the Senate struggled to
decide how to allocate its small budget.
The Senate’s other important function is representing the student body to Taylor faculty and staff on important campus issues. This year, the Senate has met
with Mya Hainlen, service manager for the DC; Supervisor for Sustainability and
Stewardship Kevin Crosby and T.R. Knight of IT, among others.
“The administration loves to hear us,” said Wengatz senator junior Tyler Holmes.
“It’s a good chance to see some unity [between faculty and students].”
Swallow Robin senator junior Allyson Mahan adds that, although students can
take concerns to a PA or DA, the Senate voices these concerns to people who can
make a difference.
The Senate also provides faculty and staff with feedback from students. Instead
of sending out yet another email survey, senators can bring in personal opinions
from students.
Each senator interacts with his or her dorm in different ways. Many simply
stop by each room to chat. English Senator sophomore Brianna Wyatt said she
sometimes polls her dorm-mates at their DC tables.
Mahan has an easier time with this than most senators. She said the fact that
everyone knows everyone is “one of the advantages of Swallow.” News spreads
faster in a smaller dorm.
Senators of larger dorms must be more creative. Senior Tyler Yoder and junior
Drew Neuenschwander of Samuel Morris used to hold meetings in the dorm’s
basement lobby, but Neuenschwander said he and Hall Director Drew Moser are
hoping to create a Facebook group where residents can see news and share opinions.
All dorms except Swallow Robin and Gerig have two senators, and three senators represent off-campus students. “Because of housing regulations, off-campus
students have seniority and have the most experience with Taylor,” said senior
Chelsea Moore, an off-campus senator who lives in Campbell. “I provide them with
ways they can share their reactions to campus during their four years of attendance,
whether it be a complaint or praise.”
Despite the political duties of the Senate, many senators are not political science majors. Mahan, an environmental science major, said, “The most important
qualification is to just plain love your dorm.” She even believes not being politicallyminded is good, because serving Swallow is her only goal.
Mahan and Holmes both expressed concern that many students don’t know
about the Senate at all. To combat this, Heiniger initiated a forum for students
to hear a key faculty member explain what he or she has been discussing lately
with the Senate.
Steve Austin, associate dean of students, said students could be tempted to “make
the assumption that student senators are simply older versions of their high school
student council members, the students who live for agendas. . . .” But he added,
“The students on Student Senate are thoughtful, fun-loving and hard-working and
are serving a vital role in our campus life.”

Lucas Sweitzer

Life & Times Egg Hunt
Hidden throughout the page are
festive Easter eggs — just like
when you were little! Easter is just
around the corner, and rather than
just looking forward to the short
break, take a little time to reach
back into childhood fun and find as
many eggs as you can.

The James’s welcome baby Julian into thier family and into English Hall.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Grant County in 2010 was 88.2 percent
white, 7 percent black, 0.3 percent American Indian and 0.6 percent Asian-American. Only 2.4 percent of the Grant County population reported two or more races.
Sara and Ryan see Taylor’s diversity as an advantage to their children growing up on campus. The Taylor website reports that 12 percent of the students
are minority, and 5 percent are considered international students. The students
represent 44 states and 22 countries.
“Ollie gets to play with women from the hall from South Korea, Uganda and
Ethiopia,” Sara said. “The average neighborhood in Indiana does not have that
at all. That’s a huge benefit for us and for our kids.”
The James family also cites the community Taylor offers as a huge benefit to
raising their kids. When they began the adoption process, the community came
together through a fundraiser at Exit 69 church in Gas City in April 2011 to
help offset the cost of the adoption. Last year’s Taylathon T-shirt proceeds went
to the James family, and Cellar in English Hall asked for contributions during
their waffle cone open house.
Not only did the Taylor community provide financial support, but they also
offered advice and exemplification of adoption at Taylor.
“In residence life alone, there were three families and four adopted children —
that doesn’t include the rest of the faculty and staff at Taylor who have adopted,”
Ryan said. “Our goal and our hopes for both of our children is that they’ll grow
up to love God and to love others . . . . The bonus is that if we can do that in a
place like Taylor, that just really adds to the —”
Sara finished for him. “I mean, it would be the cherry on top for us to be able
to do it here in this community.”

boys not led to the light(house)

Grab a pen and get hunting!

Life &
Times
love words

prestidigitation:
performance of or skill in
performing magic or conjuring
tricks with the hands.
-from Dictionary.com

L

ighthouse trips are as central to the Taylor experi- Lighthouse chapel and word-of-mouth for new applicants.).
According to Lighthouse Co-director senior Abby Haverdink, some of the gap
ence as the phrase “intentional community.” Every
J-term, a variety of teams of Taylor students travel between genders can be attributed to the fact there are more females at Taylor
across the world, doing missions work along the way. in the first place.
“We know that in the last year, only 30 percent of Lighthouse attendees were
With a mixture of intercultural love and learning,
Lighthouse trips are something many students describe as a once-in-a-lifetime male,” Haverdink said. “But there are less male students at Taylor, that accounts
for some.”
experience. But not junior Glen Skala — he’s been on two.
Another popular reason is concerns around fundraising,
Skala went on his first Lighthouse trip last year to Para- “It was a no-brainer, when they
with most trips costing between $3,000 and $3,500. But for
guay and had the opportunity to go to Ecuador this year.
Skala, this part wasn’t a worry.
According to Skala, a shortage of male applicants on the
asked me if I could go on a
“Yeah, raising money as a team makes it a lot better,” Skala
trip gave him the opportunity to go again. Skala says this
said. “You send support letters out, and you’d be really suris bittersweet, because another guy could’ve gone, but no
second trip. I think most people
prised who gives. . . . Some people worry about it, but workone else applied.
ing on it together makes it a lot less stressful.
“There’s just no negative in [a Lighthouse trip], as far as I
who don’t apply just don’t
Regardless of reason, it’s still the focus of some adminiscan see,” Skala said. “It was a no-brainer, when they asked
tration to continue to encourage men to apply, according to
me if I could go on a second trip. I think most people who
know what they’re passing up.” Samuel Morris’ Assistant Hall Director Dauthan Keener.
don’t apply just don’t know what they’re passing up.”
“Drew Moser [Samuel Morris Hall Director] and I have
Skala isn’t the only student who has benefited from the
partnered with Lighthouse in order to share information
unique missions experience Lighthouse provides. Last year,
Dr. Steve Snyder’s Intercultural Research Team conducted a study evaluating about [encouraging men to apply],” Keener said. “We have a pretty exciting idea
a variety of students, looking at factors that contribute to intercultural devel- about how and when to do that this year again.”
Lighthouse is offering trips this summer for students in the Czech Republic,
opment. The study found that on every level, Lighthouse trips contribute to a
student’s intercultural development more than any other type of study abroad Ecuador, Ethiopia, India, Paraguay, Southeast Asia and Guatemala. Students
opportunity offered at Taylor. The study attributes this to the preparation and interested in a Lighthouse trip this summer should submit their application in
the TWO Office by May 1. Skala, along with many others, would recommend it
debriefing stages of Lighthouse, something very unique among mission trips.
Even with these positives well known, many students observe anecdotally to anyone.
“Like I said, there’s just no negatives,” Skala said. “It should be on the top of
that it’s harder to get men to participate in Lighthouse trips than women. It’s
difficult to determine why: reasons range from anxiety around helping fundraise anyone’s Taylor bucket list.”
to not enough exposure to what Lighthouse is (Lighthouse relies primarily on
Contributor
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he pitter-patter of feet running back and forth was
heard above the chatter in the lobby of English
Editor in Chief
Hall. Four-year-old Oliver “Ollie” James managed
to beguile an unassuming dorm resident into chasing him through the hallway. Sweaty and panting,
he returned to his parents, where his 3-month-old sister,
Julian, was sitting on her dad’s knee. Instantly, his sister smiled when she saw
him.
“For the longest time, she wouldn’t crack a smile for anyone but him,” said Ryan
James, graphic design adjunct professor.
“She’ll scan around to try to find him, and she’ll be smiling at me but then
Ollie will pop up in her vision and she’ll really light up and start cooing,” Sara
James, English Hall director, said. “She really loves her big brother.”
Julian Grace James was born Dec. 8, 2011, in Indiana, placed in the James’
home Dec. 9 and officially recognized 60 days later by the State of Indiana as
adopted.
The James family adopted Julian through Bethany Christian Services, a
nonprofit organization with more than 80 locations in the U.S. The James family
worked with the Indianapolis branch. Ryan and Sara chose an open adoption,
which means information about the birth parents and the adopting family is
exchanged.
Since Sara and Ryan began dating their sophomore year of college at Taylor,
adoption was something they discussed. During her pregnancy with Ollie, adoption began to look like more of a reality after Sara was diagnosed with hyperemesis gravidarum, a disease the Mayo Clinic defines as “a type of morning sickness
[which] may require hospitalization and treatment with intravenous (IV) fluids
and medications.”
Ryan grew quiet, choosing his words carefully. “It was difficult to watch her
and to know there wasn’t much I could do,” he said. “There were days when we
knew there was nothing we could do and we just had to let go and just realize
it was beyond us.”
Both Ryan and Sara wanted another child but knew being pregnant while
trying to care for a toddler and trying to deal with hyperemesis gravidarum was
not a good option.
“We wanted to adopt, and the pregnancy [with Ollie] kind of pushed us to that,”
Sara said. “But [adoption] was not just a reaction to the pregnancy.”

Caitlin Wilson
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Photo submitted by Sara James

Joshua Larkin

Not your average family
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Rejected for a cause:
Reject Show preview
R
eject Show, put on by the Youth Conference (YC)
Cabinet, is an annual talent show to raise scholarship money for the high schoolers flooding campus
next month.
Reject Show provides the 15 minutes of fame for
acts who didn’t get their chance to shine in earlier shows.
Sophomore Aaron Gale is leading a group turned away from
Airband.
“With all the hard work and time we put into it way back in
the fall, enough people were willing to do it again,” Gale said.
Since the routine hasn’t been practiced since fall, getting it
back together was difficult.
“It was very last-minute. We had to work with a lot less
people and cut some stuff out,” he said.
Just because some acts didn’t make the cut once doesn’t
mean the talent falls short. The name may seem less than
flattering, but YC Co-director Adam Potelicki says that’s not
the case. “It is a huge misnomer about Reject Show,” Potelicki
said. “There is a lot of real talent displayed.”
One such act is a bluegrass tune performed by sophomore
Kinsley Koons with a group of other students.
“Her smoky voice and swoony looks steal the scene,” said
junior Braden Spear. To Koons, performing at Reject Show
is all about fun.
“It’s just a good old-fashioned, family-fun tune,” Koons said.
Be prepared to see some more unconventional talents on
display. Unlike Airband, My Gen or Nostaligia Night, there
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are no requirements for Reject Show acts. “It’s the only show
on campus that takes any type of act. This show is for all the
mimes out there who never get to showcase their talent,” YC
Co-director Emily Thompson said. Senior Ronnie Willmarth
will be taking advantage of the broad requirements by performing stand-up comedy.
“People are not expecting a theme like where My Gen is
playing music and Airband is dancing to a CD,” Willmarth
said. Because there aren’t specific routines to expect, audience members will experience a breadth of entertainment.
“I look at it as more of a talent show, and I think campus
does, too,” Willmarth said.
Some may see the $5 ticket as a risk, since the show is less
predictable, but it’s a necessity for some students who want
to participate in YC. “The money raised from Reject Show
goes to cutting registration fees for students that may not
be able to afford to come. The scholarships we offer allow us
to have a diverse group of high schoolers attend,” Thompson
said.
YC is a self-funded organization, meaning it isn’t allocated
a budget from Taylor. “The only money that YC has to spend
is the money that is brought in from registered students,
donations and fundraising events,” Potelicki said.
Another weekend initiative event, Reject Show promises
raw Taylor talent without strict requirements. All you need
is an open mind, a free Friday night (what else are you
going to do?) and five dollars to make a difference in a high

Did you know?
Photo by Tim Riethmiller

Let’s talk about sex, baby

5

Senior Mario Gonzalez belts a well-known classic.

Photo by Tim Riethmiller
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Senior Ronnie Willmarth takes his jokes out for a test drive.

Although lefties only make up
10% of the population, a surprisingly high number of recent U.S.
presidents have been left-handed.
Four out of the last seven have
been lefties: President Obama, Bill
Clinton, George H.W. Bush and
Gerald Ford. Also on the list are
former presidents James Garfield
and Harry Truman.
According to a recent Dutch study,
people tend to associate righthanded gestures with “good” and
left-handed gestures with “bad,”
according to the researchers.
Since televised debates presents
a mirror image, the lefties are the
ones who appear to gesture with
their right hand (the “good” hand)
more often.
-from everydayhealth.com
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Although the idea of 24
challengers stranded
in the wilderness
might sound like a season of “Survivor,” viewers will quickly realize
“The Hunger Games” is not as benign as it seems.
For one, the competitors in the blockbuster
adaptation of Suzanne Collins’ bestselling novel
are teenagers “reaped” as tributes, a boy and girl
from each of the districts of Panem, to fight to
the death in a forsaken arena.
What’s more, this slaughter match is broadcast nationwide and is thought by the Capitol,
Panem’s totalitarian government, as the hottest
entertainment. Panem’s people are compelled to
watch their children die every year in the Games
as the Capitol’s punishment for the districts’
failed rebellion 74 years before the events of
the film.
Director Gary Ross’ construction of “The
Hunger Games” universe has captured the grim
reality of the Games, though he spares viewers
much of the blood and gore present in the novel.
Even so, fans of the series will be delighted with
Jennifer Lawrence’s portrayal of 16-year-old
Katniss Everdeen, the female tribute from District 12.
From the opening moments of the “Reaping,”

David Adams

copy editor

the lottery which selects the Capitol’s unfortunate victims, Lawrence lends Katniss remarkable strength as she volunteers to replace her
12-year-old sister Prim. Katniss’ stunning debut
in the Capitol, orchestrated by her daring stylist
Cinna (Lenny Kravitz), serves as a moment of
triumph, even in the impending terror of the
Games.
Lawrence also expresses Katniss’ fiery side
when she discovers fellow District 12 tribute
Peeta Mellark (Josh Hutcherson) has proclaimed
his love for her before the entire Capitol to win
its support — a contentious strategy considering
they will soon set out to kill each other. Eventually, however, a twist in the Games’ rules allows
the two to work together, which leads to Katniss’ desperate effort to save Peeta’s life (though
admittedly, the moments they share seem somewhat contrived, even by Katniss’ standards).
Though viewers who have skipped reading the
book might miss some of the film’s finer details,
Ross ensures their time will not be wasted. His
periodic cuts from the Games themselves to the
Gamemakers’ headquarters adds an interesting
perspective of the Games not present in the book,
which is narrated by Katniss. An often erratic
pace and jaunty camera work capture the tone
of Katniss’ internal monologue well, though the

Photo by Lionsgate

A SATISFYING HUNGER

“The Hunger Games,” by Suzanne Collins, is the first installment in the popular book trilogy.
quick-fire cuts may distract some viewers.
As Katniss and Peeta realize their chances of
winning and returning home to District 12 have
improved drastically, their confidence tangibly
increases as a wild ride to the Games’ surprising
conclusion ensues. Viewers will find themselves
cheering for the “star-crossed lovers from Dis-

“This theatrical adaptation of C. S. Lewis’
brilliant novel about spiritual warfare will
change the way you think about how demons
and angels influence your life.”
4 p.m. and 8 p.m. on March 31
Clowers Memorial Hall at Butler University
For more information, go to
www.ScrewtapeOnStage.com

Breaking Borders,
Shattering Stereotypes

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

lives of the Israelis and the Palestinians amidst an ongoing
Junior Anna Medearis
Rachel Vachon
conflict, and I have learned God can do great things with
is the average college
A & E E ditor
small acts when we try to walk with him.”
student. She is athletic
In 2011, “From the Eyes of Hope” won best documentary in the
and loves the outdoors. She enjoys art,
National Film Festival for Talented Youth. She even had the opporpainting and drawing. She serves as a
tunity to show her film at the Sundance Film Festival, along with the
PA on Second East Olson.
She can even say she has co- Paradigm Film Project, in Park City, Utah, in January 2012. They also
had the chance to network with organizations there and promote the
directed a documentary.
organization they created called “Within Broken Borders.”
“From the Eyes of Hope,” the title
“It was a great experience and a lot of fun being there,” Anna said.
of Anna’s film, shares the conflict
Anna plans to return to Palestine and Israel this summer to work on
between Palestine and Israel, as well
her next documentary. This time, she will focus on reconciliation in relaas the hope for healing both sides
tion to how such relationships set an example for other Middle Eastern
have and would like to see. Although
it might seem like the issue is over- countries around them. While there, they will interview Messianic Jews,
Palestinian Christians and Muslims.
whelming and impossible, Anna’s
“Our primary audience will be American Christians, and we hope that
documentary brings a new light and
the film will bridge the gap between the western Christians with the
perspective to a topic most view with
believers in the Middle East,” Anna said.
myriad feelings.
Junior Anna Medearis
Anna’s passions stem from the 12 years she spent in Beirut, Lebanon,
Despite the pain, destruction and
as the daughter of parents who ministered to refugees and helped with
animosity these two nations face, the film portrays the desire for the
development and relief work. Her mom led a children’s Bible study that
walls to come down (both literally and figuratively) and for restoration
included Anna’s Muslim school friends. Also, though Anna grew up in the
and reconciliation, as expressed by both sides. Anna wants to see a
Middle East, filming “From the Eyes of Hope” was the first opportunity
difference in the lives of both the Palestinians and Israelis and wants
she had to travel to Israel, as her family was not allowed to go there
Americans to see past the damaging stereotypes that contribute to the
while living in Lebanon.
issue.
Anna has seen firsthand the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and under“One of the greatest lessons I learned and continue to wrestle with is
stands the problems they face. It is a subject that is close to her heart.
that you cannot take a side in this conflict and still be able to genuinely
love all people,” Anna said. “You have to look at each person individually As a result, Anna wants to be proactive about making a difference, as
well as getting people to talk about this topic. She hopes people will have
and be willing to listen to his or her story.”
a desire to get involved, too.
With this as her inspiration, Anna, her family and her friend, Joe
“Even though this conflict may not be resolved in our lifetime, that
Miller, decided one day to make the documentary that would become
is no excuse to remain apathetic,” Anna said. “We can take small steps
“From the Eyes of Hope.” In June 2010, they traveled to both places
toward reconciliation by recognizing both sides as human beings with
and interviewed people, giving each side a voice. They wanted others
a significant story to tell.”
to understand truly the conflict between Palestine and Israel and that
For those who want to know more, they can visit Anna and Joe’s
there is more to it than what is commonly heard.
“Through the making of this film, I learned about perseverance, stay- website at withinbrokenborders.com. There is a link for volunteering
and getting involved, as well as a blog to follow.
ing focused and passionate,” Anna said. “I learned so much about the

ON THE GRID

For
the 19 senior design students,
tonight’s GRID Expo
C ontributor
is the culmination of four
years of their hard work. Each of the 19 students
has spent the past several months preparing for
this expo, gathering art pieces that he or she
feels best represent his or her abilities.
“The infamous ‘senior show’ has been looming
since day one of freshman year,” Natalie Puls
said. “It has been both something to look forward
to and to fear for over three years.”
Graham Hauser recognizes the significance
of the show.
“I know I’ve put four years into my work, and
being able to display it in a formal gallery all at
once is exciting.”
Portfolios and selected pieces of the designers’
work will be on display. The theme “GRID” was
chosen to reflect the uniformity and variety of
the various pieces.

Luke Secaur

“We felt that this concept described our group
well because we all have a common goal, but
we approach our work in very different ways,”
Elizabeth Ford said.
Through the process of selecting their artwork
ranging back to freshman year, the seniors were
able to reflect on how much they had learned
during the past four years.
“For me, this show is the visual representation
of what I’ve been learning and working towards
during my time at Taylor,” Ford said. “I’ve also
been able to see how much I’ve grown as a photographer and artist as I’ve worked on putting
my portfolio together.”
As much as this is a time for the seniors to
reminisce over their four years at Taylor, it’s also
a time to prepare for their future.
“It is a way for us to show our work to Taylor
University and the community and to prepare
ourselves to market our abilities,” Puls said.

“As a senior, the expo is a final chance to show
what I have spent my time as a student at Taylor
learning and putting that to real world application,” Ashley Munn said. “The production of our
first portfolio as an artist is just the start of many
to come, but it is a very important first step.”
The seniors are hoping that the attendance
level at the event represents the amount of work
they’ve put into making this expo possible.
“We have a very talented group of 19 designers
who have been planning and preparing for this
show for months,” Ford said. “Everyone’s unique
style is evident in our portfolios and wall spaces.”
Whether it’s to support a close friend, enjoy
high-quality artwork or share some wonderful
food, there’s something for everyone at the expo.
“Who doesn’t love gourmet cupcakes?” Hauser
said jokingly.
The expo starts at 7:00 tonight and takes place
in the Metcalf Gallery.

trict 12,” though the price of their success is
never lost as tributes continue to perish.
In the end, Katniss and Peeta’s plight serves
as a spark of both hope and rebellion for the
districts, but audiences, though satisfied, will be
left only with an appetite for the next chapter
of “The Hunger Games” trilogy.

IN DEFENSE OF..
selena gomez
Justin Chisham
C ontributor

You know how these articles work. I complain
about researching the doldrums of pop culture, reach for some defense of a pitiful icon,
throw in some self-effacing humor and use
grandiose words like a pedantic purveyor of
puerile puns.
This week we have a special on awful alliteration, apparently.
All that to say, this entry is a little different.
This week, I am defending an icon I actually
enjoy, one who deserves more respect than
she gets.
You read that right. I am a fan of Selena
Gomez.
I know what you’re thinking, and I’m not
being sarcastic. There’s a first time for everything, dear reader.
It all started a few weeks ago, when my
mother sent me a few singles off Ms. Gomez’s
“When the Sun Goes Down” album. I figured
my dear mother had succumbed to some terrible disease, losing all semblance of musical
taste.
I eventually accepted my fate and played
the songs, titled “Love You Like a Love Song”
and “Bang Bang Bang.” The titles made me
cringe too. I listened to them, and both are
pretty simple techno songs. However, they
are incredibly catchy. Like a disease.
That’s not a good defense, is it? Oh well, I
don’t care.
On repeated listens, Ms. Gomez began to
grow on me. The album plays like a light version of La Roux, one of my favorite bands of
the past few years. If you like Europop, listen
to these songs and tell me they are worthless.
It cannot be accomplished honestly.
I started looking online for reviews to see
if my ears degraded along with my mind.
However, what I found only strengthened my
resolve. Most of my normal review websites
didn’t give the album any review, period. It
was almost like they (shock) weren’t taking
her seriously.
The reviews I did find were pretty glowing,
but they had one thing in common. Here I
would like to point out that I wrote 330 words
before mentioning Justin Bieber.
Mikael Wood of Entertainment Weekly
wrote, “Has the future Mrs. Bieber been
taking guidance from her prince-of-pop boyfriend?”
Four words, including a title.
Amy Sciarretto of PopCrush.com wrote,
“While Gomez’s music is squeaky clean and
mostly PG- and G-rated, her breathy, sunny
delivery keeps it buoyant and memorable
amidst a pack of peers . . . . We admit. We love
Gomez like a love song. We get why Justin
Bieber is so enamored by her.”
One hundred twenty-five words in the
original text. The latest mention by miles.
Selena Gomez seems to be eternally
attached to her popular beau. Since his music
is not particularly engaging beyond girly
tweenagers, one could assume his Disneymanufactured girlfriend is even less worthwhile. However, this couldn’t be further from
the shocking truth.
Selena Gomez is simply better than Justin
Bieber. That may not seem like much of a
compliment coming from me, but even I’m
surprised I’m writing it. My fandom is truthfully and honestly genuine. No sarcasm, I’m
being perfectly pellucid.
Again, alliteration. Ugh, awful.
If you are planning to accept my recommendation for Ms. Gomez, I have one word
of warning. Don’t watch the video for “Love
You Like a Love Song.” It’s among the most
insipid things I’ve ever seen, and not helpful
in taking her seriously.
And now you’re typing it into YouTube,
aren’t you? That’s right, I know how you people work. Just don’t blame me when you’re
twitching in numb fury.
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building Cultur e Makers
R e i d

h u t c h i n s o n ,

s t u d e n t

c o n t r i b u t o r

Culture is a word we use often but rarely take the time Reade Center, the “Trail of Tears,” your laptop, the
to understand. It’s used to describe both something decorations in your dorm, the COS 104 video you
we’re a part of and something we’re against. It has made, intramural fields, where you eat in the DC,
the ability to influence us, but somehow we are able The Echo, Airband performances, your room setup or
to influence it. Some people seem to have it, and others even chapel. All of the things you do, places you go, the
don’t. It explains where we come from and where we’re things you take with you and the conversations you have;
these are all a part of our culture here at Taylor. Culture
going.
Three weeks ago, the Leadership Development Cabinet is an unavoidable reality that we are a part of whether we
hosted the National Student Leadership Conference here. want to be or not.
What becomes difficult about our culture is that much
The keynote speaker, Andy Crouch, is the author of a
book titled “Culture Making.” His keynote messages were of it has already been created for us. We come into Taylor
centered on this topic of culture and our role within it as as freshmen to live in a specific dorm that already has a
young Christian leaders. In his first address, Andy took particular stereotype and culture before we arrive. There
on the difficult task of defining culture. He defined it as, are floor traditions that we did not come up with, and there
“Culture is what we [human beings] make of the world.” are expectations to be met that we did not set. We attend
This definition includes both the physical things (artifacts) campus events we didn’t start. Our idea of what it means
to be a college student at Taylor has, in large part, been
and the sense or meaning we make of the world.
For example, a “Polar Pop” is a physical thing. It’s a defined by the people who have gone before us.
But if much of our culture was created by the people who
Styrofoam cup filled with [insert your favorite soda], a
clear plastic top and a thick blue straw. But it represents came before us, then that must mean we are also creating
culture for those who will come
more than just that. It helps us
after us. In this sense, we are
make sense of who we are and
not just helpless consumers of
what we do here at Taylor University. It may be that a Polar Pop
“But if much of our culture was cre- culture but “culture-makers,”
and with this role comes a
represents our love for spontaneated by the people who came before
responsibility to create someous late-night hangouts, even if it
that is worth passing on.
only means a short drive to Circle
us, then that must mean we are also thing
We are all “culture-makers,”
K and 74 cents. Or perhaps it’s
creating culture for those who will
and we all in some way mainour appreciation of hard work,
tain ownership of our experiwhich requires a constant source
come after us.”
ence at Taylor — even those
of sugar and caffeine. Maybe it’s
things we don’t agree with or
that we value the people we spend
don’t like. This is not to say
time with and the conversations
we are responsible for having
we share, and it really doesn’t
matter where we’re going or what we’re doing as long we caused every bad piece of culture, but we are responsible
to do more than just critique and condemn the things we
have an excuse to spend time with one another.
All of sudden, when put through the lens of “culture- don’t like. In fact, the better and more effective way to
making,” something as simple as a Polar Pop begins to change our culture is first to give credit where credit is due
take on new meaning and provides much deeper insight and promote those things about our culture that are good.
into who we are and what we do as Taylor students. And where there are areas for improvement, make the
However, this framework of “culture-making” doesn’t strongest critique by creating something that is better
only apply to Polar Pops. It applies to everything: the and more powerful than what was there before.
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a liberal arts education, but the level
of depth one goes into when studying
a subject in class can’t be rivaled with
I love my general education classes. My personal dabbling.
And surprisingly, gen eds can be
friends don’t usually understand, but
it’s true. I know I don’t always show it, fun. I mean, does it get any better
and I’ve done my share of complain- than aerobic walking? Some gen ed
ing, but to be fair, this relationship is classes provide a reprieve from stressusually one-sided. I’m always giving ful upper-division major classes. They
presentations on things I don’t care give you a break from thinking about
about, and sometimes it seems all they your area of focus. You may eat salsa
do for me is lower my GPA. The truth is, in Spanish 202 or go on nature walks
the benefit is always worth way more in Environment and Society. These fun
than the work I put in. We complain moments are great and almost make
a lot, but gen ed classes do wonderful the vocabulary quizzes worth it.
Yes, general education classes are difthings for us.
I took The World Since 1945 to ficult sometimes. They’re a lot of work.
check off a box so I can graduate in But this is college. I am acquiring all
May. It quickly became one of the best the knowledge I need to become a sucdecisions I have made at Taylor. Not cessful and responsible grown-up. Do
usually a history buff, I was exposed I really want it to be easy? Exercising
to world events I had no idea happened, my mind is hard, but that means it’s
even though they took place in my getting stronger. Difficulty isn’t based
lifetime. I learned so much, but more solely on work load, but on the fact that
I’m struggling
importantly, I
with new conbecame curious.
cepts and ideas.
Months after the
“Gen eds give us opportuMaybe
class ended, I
sometimes
find myself looknities to discover new pasthey feel useing up Russian
sions (or discover what we
less. Maybe
history on Wikisometimes I
pedia because I
have no passion for).”
don’t think I
simply want to
need to know
know what hapthe difference
pened. Gen eds
give us opportunities to discover new between Baroque and Renaissance
passions (or discover what we have no art. In the end, the real education gen
passion for). It’s as if knowledge is a eds (and college) give isn’t the acquisibakery, and we are able to have a taste tion of a pile of facts, but the skill of
of every pie and decide which we like learning itself. The ability to find something interesting in a biology lecture
best.
Gen eds also help us understand or appreciate communication theory
other worldviews and create our own. is arguably more important than the
The breadth of information we receive lecture or theory itself. Even classes
from literature to science helps us you hate teach you something, even if
empathize with people of different only they only teach you how you like
opinions or cultures. The diverse body to learn.
So World Politics, Investigation of
of knowledge also helps us develop
our own opinions and beliefs without Mathematics and Chemistry for Living,
the authority of our parents, peers or please forgive me when I talk badly
professors. Our beliefs aren’t based about you behind your backs. You know
on impulse or ignorance, but intense deep down that I appreciate you. Even
study and examination. Not that we if you do force me into group presentacan’t be confident in our beliefs without tions.

The distaste came in part from
the attitudes the students brought
in, but it also came from the proFor the past eight weeks, I’ve felt fessor’s failure to engage them
some of my time was wasted in a with the material.
When teaching gen eds, profesclass required as a gen ed. The
class only exists for the general sors should be excited about and
education curriculum, the same take advantage of their students’
wa y Fo u n d a t i o n s o f C h r i s t i a n d e s i r e t o l e a r n . R a t h e r t h a n
Thought does. But unlike in Foun- preaching to the students about
dations, I feel I have not learned in not just taking the class to “get it
this class. In fact — and I’ve never over with,” professors should make
said this about a class before — it the time enjoyable and enlightening.
has been an utter waste of time.
Professors ought to ask students
General education courses are
an incredible opportunity for both what they’re most curious about in
professors and students. For cer- that field and work it into the class
tain students, gen eds are the only material. They should do more
courses they’ll take outside of their than lecture and assign reading;
major. The classes are an oppor- they should have students apply
concepts to
tunity to learn
specific situabout and gain
ations during
understanding
class time.
of other people’s
“Rather than preaching
Students
passions and
to the students about not
want to be
interests.
respected.
Fo r p r o f e s just taking the class to ‘get
They want
s o r s, t e a c h i n g
it over with,’ professors
to be seen as
gen ed courses
people, not
provides the
should make the timeenstatues. Just
opportunity to
joyable and enlightening.”
because they
interact with
have to be
students in
there doesn’t
other departmean it has to
ments or those
who are undecided but may be be academic torture. If professors
interested in studying what the were excited to teach them, the
students would be excited to learn.
professor teaches.
If my professor had taken the
L a s t s e m e s t e r, m y w o r l d l i t erature professor made his class time to interact with us on a perenjoyable for those who, at the sonal level rather than throwing
beginning of the semester, had i n f o r m a t i o n a t u s a n d e x p e c t dreaded the class. He took a per- ing us to eat it and remember it,
sonal interest in his students and those eight weeks wouldn’t have
showed enthusiasm for the mate- felt wasted. I want to be able to
look back and say that I learned
rial.
That class was completely dif- something and gained a greater
ferent from my class this semester, appreciation for the subject of the
where students came in dreading gen ed class.
If gen eds are not to be a waste
t h e c l a s s, h a d t h e i r f e a r s c o n firmed and then united in distaste of time, professors should be as
toward the class and the instruc- excited about teaching them as
tor, the way they would for a bad they want the students to be about
learning them.
DC meal.
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trojans come back agian versus marian
After starting the season 15-3, the softball
c o ntrib u t o r
team snapped a sevengame losing streak in game two of the MCC
season-opening doubleheader against No. 25
Marian on Tuesday. Taylor took game two 7-6
to improve to 16-10 on the season.
The Trojans overcame a 4-1 deficit in the
late game to win after losing 5-0 in game one.
The Trojans couldn’t solve Marian’s Emily
Gwaltney in game one, who earned the complete game win with nine strikeouts while
allowing no runs and just two hits.
Junior ace Holly Tomaszewski had to leave
the game in the second inning due to continued soreness in her forearm. She was replaced
by freshman Hannah Klebesadel, who pitched
well early, giving up only one run on six hits
through four innings. Klebesadel was replaced
by junior Sarah Heath who finished the game,
allowing two earned runs on two hits.
Seniors Alyssa Brodbeck and Kristen Bauer
were the only Trojans to record hits in game
one, while the Knights’ offensive attack was
highlighted by Becca Twining’s three-run
home run in the seventh inning.
The Trojans fell behind early in game two
and were down 4-1 going into the bottom of the
sixth inning. Brodbeck and Heath started the
inning with singles before freshmen Bethany
Bates and Sabrina Alaniz brought them home
in the next two at-bats. Then sophomore Caitlin Vukorpa came through in the clutch with
a three-run home run to give the Trojans a
6-4 lead. Vukorpa’s home run was her third
of the season.
The Knights took advantage of an error and
a fielder’s choice in the top of the seventh to
tie the game at six.
The Trojans started off the seventh with
singles from seniors Laura Strode and Brod-

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

Will fairfax

Senior Kristen Bauer receives a throw to first base during Tuesday’s doubleheader versus Marian. Bauer went 1-3
with a walk over the two-game spread and is hitting 0.275 with eight RBIs and two doubles in 19 games this season.

beck to get the winning run into scoring position. Still with no one out, Heath singled to left
and brought home Strode to win the game 7-6
in walk-off fashion.
“The win was a total team effort, and you
can’t hit in RBIs if people weren’t on base to
begin with,” Heath said. “But the win felt great
for all of us.”
The comeback marked the eighth comefrom-behind Trojan win this season.
“They just keep battling, it’s fun to watch,”
Head Coach Brad Bowser said. “They are a
team that never gives up and they believe in
each other. . . . It was just really good for us to
come back and battle back and win that one
because it gives us confidence going the rest
of the way.”
“A big part of that never-say-die attitude just

reflects the leadership on the team,” Heath
said. “Coach [Bowser] and the captains are
constantly encouraging the whole team and
just believing in each player, and that encouragement and positive attitude just filters from
the top down.”
Bowser emphasized though that the team
still has a lot to work on.
“Attacking the ball, that’s our biggest thing
right now defensively. . . . I think over spring
break we learned how good we could be offensively, but that we’ve got to keep working
defensively.”
Taylor played again Thursday and fell twice
at Huntington by scores of 5-4 and 7-2.
The Trojans will be in action again Saturday
when they face Calumet College of St. Joseph
in a road doubleheader at 1 p.m.

Three qualify for nationals at Rhodes
Bryce Marsee

The men and women’s track and field
teams began and
concluded their annual spring break trip at
the Rhodes College Invitational last week in
Memphis, Tenn. Sophomore runners Kevin
McGregor and Erin Price led a strong showing
of individual performances by the Trojans.
“We had an excellent week as a team,” Head
Coach Ted Bowers said. “I thought we had two
great meets qualifying three individuals for
NAIA Nationals, we had very good training,
and most importantly for us, we really came
together as a team spiritually.”
McGregor took first in the 110 meter high
hurdles with a time of 14.98 seconds. The
time was good enough to earn him an NAIA
National Championship B standard, which
qualifies him for a spot in this year’s NAIA
National Championship.
Sophomore Luke Currens, who also ran the
110 meter high hurdles, finished in fourth with
a time of 15.26.
Senior Isaac Bryan and junior Cerio Rolle
rounded out impressive showings in the running events. Bryan finished third place in the
5,000 meter run with a time of 15:31.63, and
Rolle gave a third-place performance in the
800 meter run with a time of 1:56.68.
In the field events, Taylor had multiple noteworthy performances. Junior Robert Dickey
earned the Trojans’ highest finish, placing second in the long jump with a jump of 21 feet, 8
¾ inches. Senior Randy Magnuson finished
close behind him, placing fourth with a 21 foot,
2 ¾ inch jump.
Senior Sam Stufflebam and freshman
Kenny Higgins threw their way into third
and fifth place finishes, respectively. Higgins
finished with a 41 foot, 3 ¼ inch throw in the
shot put, and Stufflebam ended with a 154 foot,
7 inch hammer throw, which moved him into
fourth all-time at Taylor. Sophomore Jeremiah
Carder also tied for third in the pole vault at
a height of 12 feet, 11 ½ inches.
On the women’s side, Price made her presence known in Memphis when she won the 400
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c o ntrib u t o r

Sophomore Jeremy Cutshaw placed third in the long jump at the Rhodes Invitational with a jump of 45’ 3 ¾”.

meter hurdles in a time of 1:03.52, the fourth
fastest time in school history. With that time,
Price earned an NAIA National Championship
A standard, which seals her spot in the NAIA
National Championship. The performance was
also good enough for Price to be named this
week’s MCC Female Track Athlete of the Week.
“Getting athlete of the week is a great honor,”
Price said. “This is just another thing I can’t
comprehend. I didn’t go into my race thinking
about coming close to the school record or getting MCC athlete of the week, so this has just
been a blessing from Christ.”
Junior Henrietta Carey also punched her
ticket to the NAIA National Championship.
Carey finished third in the 100 meter dash
with a time of 12.12, which earned her the
NAIA Championship B standard. This will be
Carey’s third trip to the national meet.
Freshmen Jenna Norris and Elaine
Schmeltz both recorded top five finishes in
each of their two events. Norris finished fourth
in the 800 meter run with a time of 2:25.46
and fifth in the mile run with a time of 5:25.73.
Schmeltz paced her way to two second-place
finishes in the 3,000 meter steeplechase and

Athlete of the week

Ryan Baker

IN BRIEF
Baseball
16-10 (9-1)

Softball
16-12 (1-3)

results
03/24 at Goshen W, 5-1,
W, 16-0
03/27 versus Goshen W,
7-2, W, 11-1
03/29 at Bethel W, 6-2,
W, 9-1

results
03/24 versus Mount Mercy
University L, 3-6
03/24 versus University of
Sioux Falls L, 0-2
03/27 versus Marian L, 0-5,
W, 7-6
03/29 at Huntington L, 4-5
(8), L, 2-7

Schedule
03/31 versus Bethel (DH)
1 p.m.
04/03 at Spring Arbor (DH)
2 p.m.
04/05 versus Spring Arbor
(DH) 2 p.m.

Schedule
03/31 at Calumet College
of St. Joseph (DH) 1 p.m.
04/03 versus Saint Francis
3 p.m.

review
The baseball team extended its winning streak
to six games yesterday
with 6-2 and 9-1 wins at
Bethel. Senior Ryne Oris
went 5-9 with a home run
and six RBIs in the twin
billing. Winning pitchers
juniors Taylor Luna and
Derek Kinzer improved to
4-1 and 3-1, respectively.

review
After spliting a doubleheader with Marian on
Tuesday, the softball team
fell to 1-3 in the MCC
with 4-5 and 2-7 losses
at Huntington Thursday.
Freshman Bethany Bates
went 3-4 in game one, and
senior Alyssa Brodbeck had
two RBIs. See aricle for
Tuesday’s recap.

Men’s
Track & Field

woMen’s
Track & Field

results
03/24 at Rhodes Invitational, No Team Score
Recorded

results
03/24 at Rhodes Invitational, No Team Score
Recorded

Schedule
03/30 at Defiance Open
11 a.m.

Schedule
03/30 at Defiance Open
11 a.m.

review
Sophomore Kevin McGregor qualified for the
NAIA National Championships Saturday with a
first-place finish in the
110 meter hurdles at the
Rhodes Invitational. Senior
Isaac Bryan and junior
Cerio Rolle also turned in
strong performances for
the men’s track team, grabbing third place finishes in
the 5,000 meter run and
800 meter run, respectively.
See article for full recap.

review
Sophomore Erin Price led
the women’s track team
in a series of strong performances at the Rhodes
Invitational on Saturday,
winning the 400 meter
hurdles and qualifying for
the NAIA National Championships in the process.
Junior Henrietta Carey also
qualified for the National
Championships, taking
third in the 100 meter dash.
See article for full recap.

Men’s Golf

Men’s Tennis
11-6 (7-1)

results
03/19-20 at Florida Tech
Invitational, 7th of 8

results
Did not compete this week.

Schedule
03/30-31 at Indiana Wesleyan University, 12 p.m.,
9 a.m.

Schedule
03/30 versus Walsh 4 p.m.
03/31 versus Davenport
10 a.m.
04/13 at Anderson 5 p.m.
04/20-21 at Indiana
Wesleyan Tournament

review
Senior Tyler Ramsland
led the golf team in a
seventh-place finish at the
Florida Invitational March
19 and 20. Ramsland shot a
three-round total of 234 to
finish tied for 18th overall.
Junior Jimmy Fahlen shot
a 251, and sophomore
Brandon Tereshko shot a
263 to finish 40th and 49th,
respectively.

review
The men’s tennis team will
host 10-4 Walsh Friday at 4
p.m. It will be the Trojans’
first match in more than a
month. The Cavaliers are
5-0 in their previous five
matches this spring.

Nielsen homers four times on Tuesday
Going into Tuesday’s doubleheader against Goshen, senior
sp o rts edit o r
Ian Nielsen had two home runs
on the season. Coming out of it, he had six.
Nielsen had two home runs in each of the baseball
team’s 7-2 and 11-1 victories over the Maple Leafs.
The Ball State transfer ended the day 4-6 with seven
RBIs, effectively breaking out of a 10-game slump in
which he had hit just 0.156.
Taylor had 18 hits total in the two wins. Senior Michael
Nassar joined Nielsen in going 4-6 on the day and also
scored three runs.
On Thursday, Taylor extended its winning streak to six
games with 6-2 and 9-1 victories at Bethel.
The Trojans will continue their series against the Pilots
tomorrow with a home doubleheader at 1 p.m.

daniel morrill

Right Where he left off
According to Ryan Baker, coach and everything,” Baker said. “It’s just a perGould said the injuries have forced the team to
he’s
picking
up
right
fect
fit
for
me.”
alter
Baker’s conditioning program, but it hasn’t
sp o rts edit o r
where he left off. HowBaker’s first experience at Taylor was the team’s been a problem.
ever, the numbers would argue he’s far past that. 2010 J-term missions trip to the Bahamas. Once
“He’s such a hard worker that I just really trust
Before missing the 2011 baseball season due to they returned, he started his work on the mound, him,” Gould said. “If something isn’t right, he’ll
injury, Baker posted a 3.59 ERA, 1.34 walks and posting a 6-2 record with five complete games in tell me. And if there’s a better way for him to get
hits per inning pitched (WHIP) and had a 3.6 K/ 13 starts.
in shape, he’ll tell me. He’s been real honest about
BB ratio during his first season at Taylor. Now,
“Just found my place and was able to pitch well,” it. It’s nice having players like that who you can
after a year away from the mound, the junior is Baker said. “With the help of Coach Gould and trust.”
sporting a 1.80 ERA, a 0.96 WHIP and a 5.6 K/BB Coach [Matt] Kinzer, my pitching improved greatly.
A low 90-mph fastball isn’t common for a collegethrough five starts this season.
In three months I was throwing three to four miles aged left-hander to have, but it’s Baker’s primary
“[Baker’s] as good of a pitcher as there is in our per hour harder and just became an actual pitcher weapon against opposing hitters.
conference or in the NAIA,” Head Coach Kyle instead of just throwing a baseball.”
“He’s very aggressive,” Gould said of Baker.
Gould said. “We’re glad he’s back healthy.”
Baker had two knee surgeries in the summer “Hard-working, tough guy from a hard-working,
After starring in both baseball and wrestling and fall of 2010, but neither jeopardized his 2011 tough family. And he pitches that way.”
at Belmont High School in Decatur, Ind., Baker season. However, a week after he was cleared to
While admitting he prefers to go right at hitters,
started his college career at Purdue. After a year resume activities following the second surgery, Baker also throws a curveball and a deceptive
in West Lafayette, Baker made the decision to Baker broke his fibula after slipping on a patch of changeup — one that major league scouts could
leave the baseball team, due to concerns about ice during winter break in 2010. The injury forced take interest in.
being able to continue his coursework in earnest. Baker to sit out the entire 2011 season.
“It’s a pitch that could get me to the next level
“One of the toughest decisions I ever had to
“It was a series of bad luck,” Baker said. “It was I think,” Baker said of the changeup. “I’m just
make,” Baker said. “Fate had different plans for tough. Watching the team go out there especially gonna sit back and see what happens. There’s an
me.”
knowing how good we were going to be, all the outside chance that I could get drafted. If it hapAs it turns out, those plans were at Taylor. projections that our team had last year. It was a pens, it happens. If it doesn’t, I’m just gonna come
Several members of the team who knew Baker tough bout just not being able to participate.”
back here and enjoy my last year of baseball with
reached out to him upon hearing he was no longer
Baker was able to get back on the mound late Taylor University.”
playing at Purdue.
in the summer of last year and throw through
Right now Baker is one of only three pitchers in
“He had a lot of schools obviously that were the fall and winter in preparation for this season. the MCC with an ERA under 2.00. His 28 strikeinterested in him transferring in,” Gould said.
“Every day’s a battle for me now,” Baker said. outs are good enough for second in the conference,
“We were really interested in getting him here “Before, I could go out and run three miles and and so are the 6.84 hits he gives up each game.
obviously.”
then pitch, but now it’s a little different. I have
“I’m just glad I picked up kinda where I left off,”
So they brought him in for a visit.
to approach the game a little differently. Injuries Baker said.
“Fell in love with the school and the team and have just helped me to grow up I think a little bit.”
Opposing hitters might tell you otherwise.

daniel morrill
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5,000 meter run. Her time of 12:12.88 in the
steeplechase is third all-time best at Taylor.
She finished with a time of 19:24 in the 5,000
meter.
More impressive performances came from
the relay teams. The 4x400 meter relay team of
seniors LaJoya Smith and Stephanie Kenney,
junior Emily Perschbacher and Price finished
second with a time of 4:00.97. The 4x100 team
of freshman Kehlay Dunah, Kenney, Smith
and Carey ran their way to a third place finish
in a time of 49.18. The 4x800 squad took second place with a time of 10:12.37. The 4x800
team includes senior Meredith Piacentini,
juniors Kelsey Van Housen and Megan Frantz
and freshman Kree Hanna.
Both track teams will be back in action this
weekend at the Defiance College Yellow Jacket
Open in Defiance, Ohio. Races and events start
Friday at 3 p.m.
“[Defiance College Open] is a much smaller
meet than we have experienced so far,” Bowers
said. “The first meet at Rhodes had 25 teams
including six Div. I programs. Only six [teams]
will be at Defiance, so we should have a very
good outing overall.”
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